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"Unlisted" Lacy Salts - Part 1
By Rod Elser, Mike Kump and
Mike Zagwoski

BLUE & WHITE
By Debi Raitz

SL4; Pittsburgh area; not listed
as a double

Ask any collector of lacy open salts,
which is their rarest one, and you are
likely to be shown one that is "unlisted." By "unlisted," they mean it is not
shown in what has become rightfully
known as the authoritative book on the
subject, "Pressed Glass Salt Dishes of
the Lacy Period 1825-1850" authored
by Logan W. and Dorothy B. Neal and
published by the authors in the 1962.
Whether the salt is an unlisted shape,
pattern variation or color, it will be
shown with understandable pride.
Likewise, it is not unusual to see an
"exceptionally rare, possibly unique"
lacy salt on eBay that is also not
shown in the Neal book. And, at the
recent Annual Auction of Early
American Pressed and Blown Glass
held by Green Valley Auctions, there
was a Basket of Flowers lacy salt,

As early as the Shang dynasty, 16th - 11th century BC, a white stoneware
was made in China. Glazed "porcelain" is also found for the first time during
this period.
Excavations in the early 20th century in the ruins of Samarra in Iraq
unearthed a group of wares, mostly small dishes with simple decoration or
inscriptions in cobalt on a soft tin glaze. These wares were technically little
different from later European Maiolica and Delft. Since Samarra was built and
occupied only between 836 AD and 892 AD then virtually abandoned, it can
confidently be established that these wares date to the ninth century. The first
identified use of cobalt blue on ceramics is probably that of the Tang dynasty
blue glazed earthenware. It was introduced as early as the first half of the 8th
century AD, disappeared with the fall of that dynasty, and was not reintroduced until after the Mongol invasion led by Kublai Khan in 1279. With that
began the Yuan dynasty and the empire founded by his grandfather, Genghis
Khan, now extended from Korea and the Chinese mainland across the
deserts and grassy steppes of Central Asia to the Middle East and Europe,
westward to the Danube River and Adriatic Sea. Within this colossal domain,
all the barriers to trade and the exchange of ideas and scientific discoveries
disappeared. Seaways and the long ago traveled "Silk Roads" reopened and
travel into China was made easier. One of the most significant Western products introduced by Kublai Khan was a superior quality cobalt from Persia. No
one knows exactly when, but sometime during the Yuan dynasty potters at
Jingdezhen began to paint miniature pictures on their unfired clay vessels
using that blue pigment. One name given it was wu ming yu which meant
nameless rarity. The tradition of Chinese pottery restarted in the 14th century
has continued with no major interruptions to the present day.

unlisted in "emerald green shading to

Lacies....cont’d on pg 18
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Notes From the
Editor
Well, it's 2005 so it must be time to
have another convention, and the
New England club has a wonderful
one planned for us. If this is news
to you, then you need to immediately turn to page 11 to see the details
for the 9th National Open Salt
Convention in Salem, MA. For
those of you who have already
received your packet of materials,
please make your reservations as
soon as possible as it makes everything easier for everyone.
A bit of disappointing news to pass
along is decision by the founders of
Open Salt-Collectors South East
(OSalt-CSE) to discontinue their
club activities. This was a difficult
decision for them given all of the
time and effort they invested and we
hope that at some point in the notto-distant future conditions will be
right to renew the club.
Some good news is that we now
have back issues for sale; so if you
have missed any of the earlier
issues of the National Newsletter,
see the order form on page 16.
Lastly, a new procedure will be
used this year to determine who
receives the Outstanding
Achievement Award. We have
decided to open up the nomination
process to all collectors, so if you
know an individual you believe
deserves this award, please nominate that individual using the form
on page 14. Full details are also
located there.
Good luck with your salt searches
and I hope to see you at the
Convention.
Rod Elser
The Open Salt Collector’s
Newsletters are designed with the
assistance of MJ’s - a Graphic /
Web Design Company. For more
information and/or to request a
estimate, please visit MJ’s web
site at: www.mjs-graphicdesignplus.com, contact MJ via telephone at: (843) 345-6032 or email at: mjkoval@knology.net.
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CD Of Salt Writings
Ed Berg has recently advised that he and Kay have assembled all their open
salt writing and put it on a single CD. This includes all 88 issues of Salty
Comments, together with an index; 50 "View from the Salt Box" columns written
for the OSCAR newsletter; 16 "Mossy Comments" for the MOSS newsletter and
3 "Salty Observations" from the National Newsletter. The Salty Comments starting about #70 are in color, as are many of the columns. They are all in
Microsoft Word format and can easily be viewed and printed; and if you have a
more-recent version of WORD, you can even search them for a specific word or
phrase. The Berg's have decided to make this CD available for only $10, postpaid. If you are interested, please send a check or money order to: Ed and Kay
Berg, 401 Nottingham Rd., Newark, DE 19711.

© Copyright 2005 Open Salt Collectors
While we encourage the dissemination of information about open salt collecting, we do like to know in advance when and where material originally appearing in the National Newsletter will be used. Please contact either the editor
(rcelser@aol.com) or publisher (al@agencyconsulting.com) if you would like to
reprint anything from this newsletter. When the publication occurs, we also ask
that a copy of it be sent to either the editor or the publisher.
The National Newsletter is the official publication of Open Salt Collectors, a
nonprofit organization dedicated to promoting and encouraging the study, collecting and preservation of open salts. This is done through the publication of a
national newsletter, maintaining an informational web site, promoting membership in open salt collecting clubs, publishing informational and educational articles in collector publications, and through other means as may be appropriate
from time to time. The officers of Open Salt Collectors are: Rod Elser,
President; Al Diamond, Vice President; Ed Berg, Treasurer; Linda Drew,
Marketing Director; and Debi Raitz, Web Master.
The National Newsletter of Open Salt Collectors is published twice per year, in
the spring and fall. Subscriptions are available either directly or through any of
the collector’s clubs. The subscription rate is $10/year. Information about the
clubs is located on p.3. Direct subscriptions can be made by sending your
name, address and check to Ed Berg, OSC Treasurer, 410 Nottingham Rd.,
Newark, DE 19711.
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OPEN SALT COLLECTOR'S CLUBS IN THE UNITED STATES
New England Society of Open Salt Collectors
NESOSC):
Meetings/Newsletters: Two meetings per year, generally
held in the MA, CT, NH, and northern NY areas plus two
club newsletters and two National Newsletters per year for
Regular Members; Associate Members do not receive the
National Newsletter.
Dues $20/yr./family for Regular Membership; $10/yr./family
for Associate Membership; due in January.
Send to NESOSC, c/o Karen Wetmore, 4 Clear Pond Drive,
Walpole, MA, 02081.
Officers: Lesley Solkoske, President; Warren Pilling, Vice
President; Maria Martell, Secretary; Karen Wetmore and Sue
Brown, Co-Treasurers.
Future Meetings: For further information about the meeting
or the club, contact Lesley Solkoske (lgsolkoske@cox.net or
203-440-3686) or Mimi Waible (MimiAHW@aol.com or 978443-3613).

Open Salt Collectors of the Atlantic Region
(OSCAR):
Meetings/Newsletters: Four meetings per year generally
held in the PA, MD, NJ, DE, and VA area; 4 club newsletters
per year plus the two issues of the National Newsletter for
Regular Membership; Associate Members do not receive the
National Newsletter.
Dues: Dues $15/yr./family for Regular Membership;
$5/yr./family for Associate Membership; due in January.
Send to OSCAR, c/o Linda Kump, 71 Clearview Lane,
Biglerville, PA, 17307-9407.
Officers: Al Diamond, President; Mike Zagwoski, Vice
President; Sally Hegedus, Secretary; Linda Kump, Treasurer.
Future Meetings: For further information about the meetings
or the club, contact Al Diamond at Al@agencyconsulting.com
or 856-779-2430.

Midwest Open Salt Society (MOSS):
Meetings/Newsletters: Two meetings per year in the midwestern area, plus two club newsletters.
Dues: $6/yr./family, payable January 1st. A subscription to
the National Newsletter through the club is available for an
additional $10/year.
Send to MOSS, c/o Ed Bowman, 2411 West 500 North,
Hartford City, IN 47348.
Officers: S. Keith Tucker, President; Sandy Bernfield, Vice
President; Sue Imhoff, Secretary; Ed Bowman, Treasurer.
Future Meetings: For further information about the club or
meetings, contact Ed Bowman at the address above or
edbowman@netusa1.net.

Central-Midwest Open Salt Society (C-MOSS):
Meetings/Newsletters: This Chicago area club is closely
associated with MOSS Dues are voluntary to cover the cost
of mailings and door prizes. There are three meetings a
year. For further information about the club or meetings,

please contact Keith Tucker (10386B, Fox River Dr.,
Newark, IL.; phone 815-695-9651or
kntwalnutfen@webtv.net).

Open Salt Seekers of the West-Northern
California (OSSOTW-NC):
Meetings/Newsletters: Four meetings per year--January,
April, July and October-that are generally held in the
northern California area. Also, four newsletters per year,
distributed in accordance with the meetings.
Dues: $10/year/family, due January 1st of each year. A
subscription to the National Newsletter through the club is
available for an extra $10/year. Send to OSSOTW-NC,
c/o Claragene Rainey, 950 Whispering Pines Dr., Scotts
Valley, CA 95066.
Officers: Sarah Kawakami, President; Linda Witt, Vice
President; Claragene Rainey, Treasurer; Joan Wrenn,
Secretary; Jim Wrenn, Gazette editor.
Future Meetings: Meetings in January, April, July and
October. For further information about the meetings or the
club, contact Sarah Kawakami (925-757-9603 or
hgsalts@earthlink.net).

Open Salt Seekers of the West-Southern
California (OSSOTW-SC):
Meetings/Newsletters: 2 meetings per year generally held
in the southern California area.
Dues: Club membership is $10 per person, due January
1st of each year. Club membership together with a subscription to the National Newsletter is $15/year.
Officers: Chris Christensen, President; Holly DiDomenico,
Secretary; Janet Hudson, Treasurer.
Future Meetings: For further information about the meetings or the club, contact Chris Christensen (714-540-1225
or cnp@sbcglobal.net).

Open Salt - Collectors South East (OSaltCSE):
Announcement
OSalt-CSE is officially folding. Since 1999 when we started, we
have evolved but not grown. We will not forget the friends we
made, the things we learned from Kay Reissing, or the salts we
saw at Show and Tell. We hope that in our short history we contributed to the hobby of Open Salt Collecting. If any Open Salt
Collectors in the South East would like to get together and chat

with some folks in the Atlanta area, please contact
Carolyn. Happy Salting! Carolyn (404) 325-3150

Note: All this information - plus more - about the
salt clubs can be found on the web at

www.opensalts.info

Grateful thanks for Debi Raitz for developing and
maintaining this site.
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Blue....cont’d from pg 1
Persian merchants were the first to appreciate the blue and white Chinese porcelain and commissioned Chinese potters to adapt their designs to Persian tastes. Then with the Portuguese discovery of a sea route to China in the 16th
century, the Europeans soon became their most demanding customers. Westerners were delighted by the exotic painting on the export wares but quickly became dissatisfied with the limited number of shapes available so they began
sending samples and wooden models of tablewares. They sent tankards, bottles, candlesticks, flasks, mustard pots,
and saltcellars to the Chinese to be copied.

Examples of Chinese Export Saltcellars

When tea drinking became fashionable, enormous numbers of teacups were ordered, first the Oriental handleless version, and later the one and two handled types. Chinese porcelain was bright and shiny. It was heat-resistant, easy to
clean and impervious to liquids. It was harder than steel, yet brittle, and to the 17th century Europeans who were used
to using earthenware and wooden plates, it was both a miracle and a mystery. The Chinese managed to keep the
manufacture of porcelain a secret for over 1000 years. Merchants, missionaries, diplomats and travelers were deliberately misled about what they thought they saw at the places of porcelain manufacture. Porcelain got its name from
Marco Polo. He called it PORCELLANE, which is Italian for little pigs. That's also the word used for cowrie shells that
are white, translucent, and shiny like porcelain.
When the Portuguese and Dutch traders began to import blue and white porcelain in the 16th and 17th centuries, it
became the yardstick with which to compare the wares of local potters. It stimulated production of blue and white
Delftware and to a lesser extent, the majolica and faience in the rest of Europe. No European potteries could match
the quality of porcelains from the Kangxi period of 1662-1722. Until the secret of porcelain making was discovered in
1708 by the German alchemist Johann Friedrich Böttger, everyone had to import their porcelain from China. In 1710 a
royal factory was established at Meissen where Augustus the Strong, Elector of Saxony and King of Poland spared no
expense to achieve the level of quality equal to that of his imported Chinese treasures. But only ten years after its discovery the secret of porcelain making slipped out of Meissen and rapidly spread over all of Europe. In 1723 the Royal
Manufactory in Meissen found it necessary to introduce bottom marks to distinguish its products from those of other
manufactories. Most other manufactories followed the Meissen example and began marking their own products with
different marks. But within a few years the marks were imitated or copied, sometimes exact and sometimes with a
slight change. There are over 200 legitimate crossed sword marks alone and many more copies that have been traced
successfully to the "imitators."
At first, Meissen produced copies of Chinese blue and white porcelain but it was not long before even the Chinese
potters became adept at imitating its imitators. Today even an expert has difficulty in distinguishing between genuine
Meissen and Chinese Meissen.
The most famous and most copied Meissen blue and white pattern is called BLUE ONION.

L to R: Unmarked Faience; RPM Meissen c.1774-1814; Franz Dorfl-Vienna-c.1902; RPM Meissen c.1840-1860

Blue....cont’d on pg 5
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Blue....cont’d from pg 4
The name of the pattern actually resulted from a misunderstanding. The pomegranate that was one of the major
motifs was interpreted as an onion. Every part of the pattern, every fruit and plant held its own special meaning. The
chrysanthemum represented the melancholy of autumn. The pomegranate was regarded as a symbol of love and fertility. Peaches stood for immortality, while the bouquet of daisies and bamboo portrayed growth and time. So this pattern,
which is so frequently believed to be German, is really Chinese in origin.

Chinese
Pomegranate
1700-1730

Meissen
Pomegranate
1728-1730

Chinese Peach
1700-1730

Meissen Peach
1728-1730

Chinese Bulb
1700-1730

Meissen Bulb
1730-1735

During the 18th century ceramics manufacturing developed from a craft into an important industry in Europe. Although
the Chinese attempted to compete with the English products by imitating them, by the early 19th century English
"china" had largely replaced Chinese export porcelain in western homes. The blue and white china most commonly
seen today is transfer ware.
Transfer ware was a printing process begun in 1756 and developed by John Sadler and Guy Green of Liverpool. The
first transfer ware process was called "bat printing" by which a pattern or design was etched onto a copper (or other
metal) plate. A mixture of linseed oil and pulverized umber was then rubbed onto the engraved area using a soft cloth.
The excess was wiped off by hand and a "bat " was applied. A bat was a mixture of boiled glue and Barbadoes Tar (oil
of turpentine), poured to a thickness of ¼ inch, and then cooled. This pliable bat was slowly peeled off the metal plate,
picking up the design in oil, then carefully placed on the already once fired item. After the bat was slowly peeled from
the item and left the oil behind, a ground, powdery color was lightly pounced on either by a soft cloth or through a
muslin bag. Excess powder was removed and the ware was ready for refiring.
The change from glue bat to paper transfer printing was a gradual but inevitable one. Bat printing was a method used
mainly on glazed china, thus requiring two firings. Transfer printing allowed under-glaze printing on earthenware. The
transfer printing team, though more numerous, worked faster with the aid of a mechanical press. The bat printer
worked alone, applying cold ink to bat and ware by hand. It was a slow process requiring considerable skill. In short,
bat printing was a craft process while transfer printing was an industrial one. To complete the transition, a suitable
paper was first necessary, strong yet transparent when treated with liquid. There is no record of the trial and error necessary to achieve such a paper, but it was not until 1797 when William Adams built paper mills at Cheddleton that a
supply was available locally. By 1815 the process of pottery manufacture had evolved to much like its modern state.
Modern day transfer printing involves a colored ink applied directly to the engraved plate and a special tissue is then
applied to the plate to pick up the ink. Then the parts of the design are cut off the sheet of tissue and placed into position on the bisque item. The tackiness of the ink holds them in place as they are pounced down with stiff bushes for
complete contact. Then the item is fired. Initially patterns were transferred to the ceramic items after glazing, but the
ink often wore off, thus "underprinting" was born. Transfer items have a crisp, almost decal look about them. Upon
close inspection, you can often find the place where the pattern doesn't quite match.
Transfer printing was developed in response to a call by English consumers for less expensive, mass produced
wares. Customers desired the blue and white china, but only the most affluent could afford complete dinnerware sets
since every piece had to be carefully handpainted by an artisan. This was a labor intensive and costly process.
Transfer printing allowed hundreds of sets of dinnerware to be produced in a fraction of the time it would have taken to
hand paint these items, and for a fraction of the cost. Transfer printing was originally produced in one-color items only.

Blue....cont’d on pg 6
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Blue....cont’d from pg 5
Some time later the technology was developed to
allow double or triple color transfers. This meant
that the rim of a plate may be one color and the
center design may be another. Another method of
embellishment was that a single color transfer
item might be hand painted inside the confines of
the design like petals and leaves and then glazed.
This was called "clobbering". It is speculated that
clobbering was developed in response to the
"Clobbering" is adding color
"Polychrome"
by hand over a transfer.
cry by out-of-work artisans who had been
Enamel-like finish
replaced by transfer printing. Later a process
called polychrome was used. This produced very bright almost enameled-looking colors with a high glaze.
Single color transfers are found in many hues of blue, red sometimes called pink, black called jet, brown often called
sienna, purple or mulberry, and green. More rare are yellow transfers. Brown is common and the least expensive. Blue
is the most sought after color and tends to be the most expensive.

Blue

Red or Pink

Black or Jet

Brown or Sienna

Purple or Mulberry

Green

Perhaps the most well known transfer pattern is BLUE WILLOW. Many variations exist.

L to R: English condiment set with unidentified mark reads "Old Willow Pattern Made in England;" individual
pedestal marked "Miss Cranston" was used in the famous English tearoom of the same name; an unmarked pedestal
master, probably English by shape; and an unmarked round, handled individual is probably Japanese in origin.

"Flow Blue" is also transfer ware and was originally a mistake. The cobalt pigment in the decorative glaze could not
withstand the heat of the second firing and ran. Thus Flow Blue pieces have that runny, blurry quality about them.
While initially this was a manufacturing error, Flow Blue is the most popular transfer ware today.

Example of Flow Blue

Landing of Lafayette by Clews

Blue....cont’d on pg 7
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Blue....cont’d from pg 6
Transfer designs are varied and wide. Oriental patterns with scenes of Asian people and pagodas were quite popular.
The romantic scenes are probably the most identifiable with a Victorian woman and perhaps a suitor by her side, often
in gardens or gazebo settings. Commemorative wares depict scenes of historical significance, like royal coronations or
the launching of ships. Pastoral items include scenes of rural life and farm animals. Then there are the floral items and
the novelty or juvenile items. Juvenile items were often developed in miniatures or children's sets. Dating and identifying items can be easy if the items are registered under the English system. The registration process was similar to the
copyright system used today in the United States. From 1842-1883 English items carried a diamond shaped mark.
After 1884 the registry went to a single number series with numbers greater than 360,000 indicating 20th century manufacture. Other marks can be printed, impressed or incised, stamped, or hand-painted. Transfer items are still produced today. In fact, some manufacturers like Spode have re-released old patterns, particularly blue and white ones.
There were, of course, other makers of blue and white china and open salts throughout the 19th century besides the
Chinese exports, Meissen manufactories and English transfer ware. But keep in mind that open salts were losing favor
by the beginning of the 20th century and being replaced by shakers. There are several other very identifiable blue and
white types and patterns. There is the Dutch Delftware; there is the French faience; there is the Japanese handpainted
china dips; and there is Denmark's Royal Copenhagen just to name a few.

BIBLIOGRAPHY
Books
Copeland, Robert. Spode's Willow Pattern
and Other Designs after the Chinese.
London: Studio Vista, 1990.
Fischell, Rosalind. Blue & White China
Origins/ Western Influences. Boston:
Little, Brown & Co., 1987.
More recent examples of Dutch "Delft" including a reproduction of a very early
one on the far right.

Gaston, Mary Frank. Blue Willow An
Identification and Value Guide. Paducah,
KY: Collector Books, 1990.
Kruhl, Bernd. Zwiebelmuster. Germany:
Interdruck Leipzig GmbH, 1995.
McDonald-Taylor, Margaret. A Dictionary
of Marks. New York: Hawthorn Books, Inc.
1962.

FRENCH FAIENCE - L to R: Double with an unidentified CA mark; round Quimper
individual; trencher style with Gien mark of 1875-1935; footed midsize signed
"Galle Nancy" of art glass fame; double signed "B & C Cie."

Morley-Fletcher, Hugo. Techniques of the
World's Great Masters of Pottery and
Ceramics. Secaucus, NJ: Chartwell
Books, Inc., 1984.
Rontgen, Robert E. Marks on German,
Bohemian and Austrian Porcelain 1710 to
the Present. Exton, PA: Schiffer
Publishing Limited, 1981.
Auction Catalogs
The Hambidge Collection of Early
American Glass & Historical Staffordshire.
Pomfret Center, CT, 2000.

MADE IN JAPAN - L to R: Round with Japanese symbol mark; tub shape with
Phoenix Bird pattern; small footed with Flying Turkey pattern; unmarked
pedestal; small footed marked "Nippon;" Blue Onion pattern in light blue.

Websites
May, Cynthia. English Transferware
China. http://www.aboutantiques.com/English-Transferware-

Blue....cont’d on pg 8
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Blue....cont’d from pg 7

DENMARK - Several of the many made by Royal Copenhagen

DENMARK - Open salts by Bing & Grondohl

GERMAN - L to R: Stamped with R S Prussia mark; KPM scepter and globe mark; stamped
with "Villeroy and Boch" logo; Tettau c.1885 "T" mark; unidentified blue crossed sword mark.
JASPERWARE L to R: Coat of arms salt marked "Adams Estbs. 1657
Tunstall England"; Wedgwood coronation commemorative
shows Philip on one side and Elizabeth on the other,
marked "Wedgwood Made in England 1953" with additional
initials; marked "Wedgwood Embossed Queensware Made
in England"; same as second salt; marked "Dudson
Brothers Hanley England."
ENAMEL EXAMPLES –
L to R: Bilston or Battersea is cobalt with raised white and
gold decoration; pedestal from Norway is gold washed with
blue guilloche enamel and a glass insert; tiny Russian on
collar base with intricate enamel design; unmarked enamel
with blown glass insert said to be French champleve; low
round cobalt enamel has applied decorations then covered
with a brittle clear substance, possibly glass.

GLASS EXAMPLES A selection of glass that fits nicely in a blue and white
collection.

OTHER EXAMPLES L to R: A variety of other materials includes red ware; polished blue Tiger Eye stone; yellow ware pedestal master
with cobalt seaweed decoration; simple blue glazed pottery
marked "Upchurch"; Irish Belleek coral salt with pale blue
flowers painted instead of the more common practice of
painting the raised coral, signed by artist M. Thomas.

Debi is a member of MOSS and Webmaster extraordinaire for Open Salt Collectors.
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Colored Mercury Glass
By Sarah Kawakami
People have asked me in the past why I chose to collect mercury glass, especially since it is so hard to find. Actually,
that is the exact reason I chose to collect it. From my childhood, I remember my grandma and aunts saying that when
you want to go shopping and not be "hounded" by sales clerks, tell them that you are looking for something you
believe they probably don't have! Forward to the 1970's, when I saw and purchased my first mercury glass salt. I tried
to do some research on them, but came up largely empty handed. I also soon discovered that mercury glass items
weren't readily available, and, remembering the advice given to me as a child, I decided I had found my collecting destiny. I've since learned that as relatively scarce as mercury glass items are, colored mercury glass items are even
scarcer, but more about these will follow.
My collection of mercury glass now numbers more
than 250 and includes, in addition to over 70 open
salts, vases, door knobs, rose bowls, egg cups,
toothpick holders and various other items. My first
colored mercury item was a gold bud vase and my
first colored mercury glass salt was a green one that
Marie Cesky purchased from Don Raybourn and was given to me by Open Salt
Seekers of the West-Northern California as a thank-you gift for serving as President.
Mercury glass is hand-blown and double-walled, that is, hollow on the inside.
When it was first developed, the interior was then coated using a mixture of mercury amalgam, bismuth, lead and tin or any of numerous combinations of these
agents. Each manufacturing company had its own formula, which was closely
guarded. The use of mercury in the formula, however, was soon found to be
unsuitable, and silver nitrates were used instead. However, the name stuck and
even though there are alternate names-for example, "silvered glass," which in
many respects is a more accurate description; and in England, "Varnish Glass," named after one of the first patent
holders-mercury glass is still the name most commonly used for this type of glass.
Hale Thomson and Edward Varnish first patented mercury glass in England in 1849. The first American patent was
taken out by Thomas Leighton in January 1855 for the New England Glass Company. In addition to England and the
United States, the glass was also produced in Germany, France, Belgium and Bohemia. In Germany, mercury glass
is known as Bauernsilber, or farmer's (or peasant's) silver. And in reality, it truly was "poor-man's silver," as it was
originally made to imitate silver. For this reason, the earliest mercury glass was made only with a silver finish.

Mercury....cont’d on pg 10
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Mercury....cont’d from pg 9
However, since the glass itself is clear, the piece will take on the color of whatever is used to coat the inner wall,
and "colored" pieces were eventually produced as
well. My collection has examples of mercury glass in
amethyst, green, blue, red, gold, pink, silver with gold,
and several other combinations. I even have an open
salt that has been "cased" or flashed; that is, covered
on the outside with another layer of glass, in this case
purple glass, and then cut back in places to show the
underlying silver color. While all the colors are relatively rare, the rarest appears to
be red, with deep green (like a Kelly green) a close second. I do have a red mercury glass spooner, but I'm still looking for a mercury glass open salt in this color to add to my collection.
Some pieces were also decorated on the outside with either engraving or with enamel painting of flowers or other
designs. Mercury glass seems to have reached its peak popularity in the 1870's and early 1880's, after which it fell
out of popularity.

Another interesting point about mercury glass is the many ways the hole on the bottom
is covered. Pieces made by The New England Glass Company in the United States and
by E. Varnish & Co. in England all have a marked metal disk that was then covered with
another layer of glass. Items made in Bohemia (also Czechoslovakia) often have a felt
like material covering the hole, while other companies often just used corks, commonly
covered with a paper label or a gummy, wax-like substance. It was important to keep the
seal air tight, because once air enters, deterioration of the inner coating, probably
because of a combination of oxidation and humidity, will eventually occur.
Even after all these years of collecting, my heart still beats faster whenever I find a colored mercury glass item or
an unusual silver one. And, of course, I can always make space on the shelves for a red mercury glass salt, so if
you ever encounter one, please call me immediately!
References: Chats on Old Glass, R. A. Robertson, Dover Publications, 1969.
New England Glass and Glassmaking, Kenneth M. Wilson, Thomas Y. Crowell Co., NY, 1972.
The Glass Encyclopedia at www.glassencyclopedia.com
The Open Salt Compendium, Sandra Jzyk and Nina Robertson, Schiffer Publications Ltd., 2002.
Photos: Thanks to Rod Elser for the close-up photo of the New England Glass Co. seal; all other salts pictured are
from the collection of the author.
Sarah is President of OSSTW—Northern Chapter.
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Convention Information
Looking forward to Salem……….
In just a little over three months, 100 of your fellow open salt collectors will be meeting in Salem for the 9th National
Open Salts Convention. If you're among those 100, GREAT! NESOSC is looking forward to welcoming you to New
England. If not, there is still time to register and join the fun. Registration forms have been sent to all on the National
Newsletter mailing list. If you have not received one, please contact Mimi Waible at MimiAHW@aol.com.
We heard from several of you about the short buy & sell session that was previously published. That was a mistake
and will be corrected. Do not worry - there will be plenty of time for buying. And we have 19 sellers from all parts of
the country attending, so there will be an awesome selection of salts to add to your collection. In case you do not find
something special at the buy & sell session, you get a second chance at the auction on Saturday.
The deadline for ordering our Bewitching convention salt is almost upon us. If you haven't ordered one, there may
still be a few left. Contact Sandy Jzyk at sandyjzyk@comcast.net if you would like to order one. After they are gone,
no more will be made.
Other convention features will be our speakers on Chinese Export Porcelain, Vaseline glass and Black lights, and the
making of our convention salt; the tour of the Peabody- Essex Museum; door prizes; displays; beautiful salts for raffle
prizes and bewitching entertainment. And of course there is the opportunity to renew friendships and meet new friends,
all of whom share our passion for collecting open salts.
Salem itself is one of New England's great get-away weekend destinations. It is a picturesque seaside town, steeped
in history and magic. The House of Seven Gables, the Salem Witch Museum and New England Pirate Museum are all
close by and accessible by the Salem Trolley.
The National Conventions have been called the World Series of Open Salt Collecting. Don't miss the game! We
have front row seats with your name on them!!
I'm looking forward to seeing everyone there. Lesley Solkoske, President NESOSC.

A Quezal open salt

A Viennese enamel open salt

These two lovely opens salts will be raffled off at the convention.

What to Bring to a Convention:
Bring your questions - there are lots of knowledgeable people to answer questions.
Bring a door prize to donate - the more we have, the more fun it is.
Bring your raffle ticket stubs - you may be one of the two lucky ones!
Bring your duplicates to sell in your room.
Bring an extra carry - on - to get all your treasures home.
Bring your silver plated salts - Jay Herman will tell you whether or not they are worth fixing and re-plating.
Bring a display - use your creativity to create a unique display of your salts.
Bring your walking shoes - stroll down the street to the Salem Witch Museum, the House of Seven Gables or Pickering
Wharf.
Bring bucks - (need I say more?)
Bring a friend - they would enjoy the convention and Salem as much as the rest of us.
Bring your expectations - to share a great weekend with fellow open salt collectors.
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How I Got Started Collecting Salts
Here's another "how-I-got-started-collecting-salts" story. When I was ten years old, on our family's summer vacation
trip to the east coast we were invited to dinner at the home of a cousin of my father. There, for the first time, I saw salt
served in something other than a shaker. I was completely taken by the tiny, square, porcelain box with a lid (like H&J
1898) set at each person's place. As this was at the beginning of the trip, my parents, who saw my fascination with
these salts, suggested I try to get a different salt dish each place we were going, and use the allowance money I had
saved for souvenirs in that way.
My first salt, a round, canary Pressed Diamond pattern (H&J 558), I bought for seventy-five cents (one of my few
"extravagant" expenditures). Home from our trip with twenty salts (with an average price of just over fifty cents), I told
my grandmothers and great aunt of my souvenir finds. They promptly produced some salts that had been in our families to add to the collection. Then my mother and I wondered if perhaps we should visit a local antique shop or two to
see if they might have some salts. Somehow that 1947 vacation souvenir hunt never came to an end. Collecting salts
has continued off and on throughout my life for some 57-plus years, and I now have almost 2100.
I collect mainly glass salts, and my childhood love of the figurals still lingers. I have salts that commemorate events
in my life such as birthdays, graduations, my engagement to be married, and of course that are souvenirs of many
more trips taken over the years. (Each salt is numbered, labeled, and catalogued, with source, price, description, and
any special information.)
When I began collecting, the primary antique publication and avenue for collectors to communicate, which included
extensive ads for the buying and selling of antiques, was "Hobbies" magazine. While I acquired some salts from those
ads, the most important contacts that came out of that magazine were those my mother made through correspondence
with C.W. Brown, from whom I got several salts as he was breaking up his collection; with the Coddingtons; and with
the Neals. I feel very privileged to have had personal contact with and to have acquired salts from these earlier, known
salt collectors, as well as from the Smiths, from Patti Johnson, and from other late and present-day outstanding figures
in all aspects of the salt collecting world.
Judy Lacasa
Reprinted from the on-line chat room for open salt collectors http://www.quicktopic.com/3/H/Jo9oDfHgeWJILEWRydIT

Judy standing in front of her collection and holding her first open salt.
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ASK MARY
By Mary Kern
The fantastic Intaglios are in the forefront of this issue of ASK MARY. The first question about intaglios was one for
the reference books. Since many intaglios were more than likely meant to be ashtrays, pin trays or dresser dishes,
finding a reference book on intaglio salts has proven to be more than difficult.
I spoke to Jane Kobel of INTAGLIOSETC, about her reference sources. She indicated that her material came from
the Corning Library and 90% of it was from books written in German and the remainder French. Unfortunately though,
the Corning Library and foreign language books will not help the average collector like me--although I do admire and
appreciate Jane's effort and the sharing of knowledge she has.
I checked with Ed and Kay Berg as they did have a short mention of Intaglios in SALTY COMMENTS #63 with a
book reference - CZECHOSLOVAKIAN PERFUME BOTTLES & BOUDOIR ACCESSORIES by Jacqueline JonesNorth. They indicated that was the only book they knew on Intaglios but that it does not cover salts. It does, however,
cover the process and its inventor, Heinrich Hoffman; and others soon used the technique he invented.
I did find a book called MADE IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA by Ruth Forsythe - It is a beautiful "picture book", but also
has little to do with the open salt style intaglios.
When checking with Nina Robertson and Sandy Jzyk about their discussion in THE OPEN SALT COMPENDIUM,
Nina sent two interesting article web sites, once again not "salt" oriented. If any one is interested in taking a look they
are: www.glass-time.com/Encyclopedia/intaglioglass and http://aarf.com/fesf9603.htm
The question of the "butterfly mark" was raised also. First, with all my research and
questioning, I do believe that the basic butterfly mark as shown in the elephant intaglio
is most assuredly a product of Heinrich Hoffman. It has been referred to as the WEB
butterfly where intaglios are pictured in some of the SMITH BOOKS and in 5000 OPEN
SALTS by Heacock and Johnson, but has since been corrected to Hoffman.
There has been reference to intaglios having the "butterfly mark," but closer inspection shows that the butterfly in question is really just part of the design, as shown in the
blue intaglio.
The green intaglio presents a new twist. I have this
particular intaglio with the Hoffman butterfly, without the
butterfly and with the "new butterfly" shown. All three
are exactly the same in size, design and glass quality. The "new" butterfly has developed feelers and rear tail tips. I sent this intaglio to Jane to see if she could shed
some light on it, but unfortunately she too had never seen this mark before. I sense,
however, that all three of these are Hoffman - I believe someone quite handy at glass
etching has tried to either improve on a classic design, or tried to cover a chip near the
mark. If memory serves me right - I recall another intaglio with this "improved butterfly" being listed on eBay, but did
not keep track of it. Just remember to be aware of what butterfly you are buying.
The last question on the intaglios also has to do with the mark. Are those with the butterfly the only true Hoffman
intaglios? I would have to say no, as I have several pairs, as with the above mentioned green one, that are exact except one has the butterfly and the other does not. Perhaps when a gift set was made they only marked one in the
set. The butterfly may make that particular intaglio more desirable, but I do not think my matching ones are less than a
Hoffman.
Thanks for all the support and help and again if you have more information or a correction - please let me know.
Please send Mary any questions you might have about open salt collecting and she will put on her research
hat to try to find the right response. Mary can be contacted by email at AskMary@webtv.net or by mail at
6889 Glenroy St., San Diego, CA 92120--1217.
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Open Salt Collectors
Outstanding Achievement Award
Starting with the 4th National Convention in 1995, the clubs have collectively presented an award to the individual or individuals who have, in the opinion of their collecting peers, made the most significant contribution to the
hobby during the previous two years. The award was created to honor Mimi Rudnick, a collector of and dealer
in open salts who had passed away earlier in the year. Mimi was instrumental in organizing the first clubs and
was widely and affectionately known as “The Salt Lady.” The first award went to Ed and Kay Berg for their
many contributions to the hobby of open salt collecting. At the 5th National Convention in 1997, it was won (in
a tie) by Donna Wolfe and Elmer and Barbara Guilmartin. At the 6th National Convention it was won by Ed
Bowman, and at the 7th National Convention, Linda Drew took home the award. At the 8th National Convention
in 2003, the award went to Sandra Jzyk and Nina Robertson for their publication of The Open Salt
Compendium.
During the 5 previous conventions, the selection process for the Mimi Rudnick Award as well as the award
itself was left to the convention host club. Knowing how busy the host club already is with all the other details
of the convention, and now that we have a national-level organization, the Board of the Open Salt Collectors
decided to assume responsibility for this achievement award. Additionally, since several of the individual clubs
already have Mimi Rudnick Achievement Awards, we have decided to rename this award the OSC
Outstanding Achievement Award.
Lastly, we have decided to open the nomination process to all open salt collectors with the final selection being
made at the convention by a committee selected by the club presidents.
To nominate someone, all you need to do is either complete the nomination form below and send it to Linda
Drew, OSC Marketing Manager, 791 Crestview Dr., San Carlos, CA 94070; or send Linda an email
(lindadrew@aol.com) with the same information; or simply give her a call (650-598-0190) and review this
information with her personally. Linda will then present the completed nomination forms to the Selection
Committee (which will consist of one representative from each club, selected by that club's president) at the
Convention. The Committee will then be responsible for reviewing the nominations and determining to whom
the award will be presented. The presentation will continue to be made at the final banquet.
So, if you haven't previously had the opportunity to participate in who is selected to receive this award, now is
your opportunity. Remember, the award is intended to recognize the individual (or individuals) who has made the most significant contribution to open salt collecting during the last two years.

Note: The deadline for submission is June 15, 2005

****************************************************************************
OSC Outstanding Achievement Award Nomination Form
Name of Individual(s) Nominated: __________________________________________
Please detail what this individual's contributions have been (use additional space if required):
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________
Your Name: ___________________________________ Date: ____________________________________
Return to Linda Drew, OSC Marketing Manager, 791 Crestview Dr., San Carlos, CA 94070; or send Linda an
email (lindadrew@aol.com) with the same information; or simply give her a call (650-598-0190)
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Pewter Salts
By Kay Reissing
In recent years the lure of pewter salts has attracted me. There's something about not polishing salts, letting them
instead develop a "patina," that appeals to my "too-busy-to-do-that" style of life. Also, hosts of current TV antique
shows advocate not removing the results of natural aging processes that accumulate on antiques, especially on furniture, certainly on pewter, and occasionally even on silver.
You can imagine then my surprise when I learned that pewter in its most popular years of production (1700's thru
1800's) was always kept scrupulously polished! It was the intent of the woman of the house that her pewter be seen
as silver-the deepest desire of a housewife, but one that was financially out-of-reach for many.
However, with a nagging reminder that Mother always viewed "patina" as "tarnish," I began to consider cleaning up
my collection of pewter and silver salts. Beginning with the silver ones, I soon discovered that my silver salts were
really silver plate and thorough cleaning tended to turn them into base metal salts. To shorten a long story, I discovered that re-plating my "silver" salts was out of the question financially. The pewter salts, however, offered a greater
incentive-they were not plated.
To further my guilt trip, our local Sunday newspaper ran a full-page advertisement for a miracle polish that "ends the
struggle with tarnishing metals"! I whipped out my checkbook and right away sent off my order for TWO tubes of this
"miracle cleaner"!
Determined to raise my pewter to its most lovely level, I rubbed diligently, and slowly the "silver look" began to appear.
It was then that I began to notice that I was not removing hundreds of years of "patina," but instead, upon discovering
barely visible marks, found I was removing 20-30 year-old "tarnish" on reproductions. Closer and more diligent
research through all the books on old pewter in our county library turned up pictures of exactly two truly 200-year old
open salts. Actually one of the salts was pictured multiple times in different references.
Discouraged, I got out my "Berg-Book" and discovered the following statement in Salty Comments #42, "Since it was
worthwhile to rework worn-out (pewter) dishes, very few early ones survived." The two pictures Ed included in the article were of the same two salts I had found pictured in my local library.
The most significant "old" piece (I think) I have is a covered, cast pewter salt with a finial
top that resembles a tree bud or perhaps a pine cone. The lid fits so tightly that the whole
salt can be picked up by holding only the finial.

The next salt, which I would date to about 1850 (and is
pictured in Smith, Plate 218, Row 3, #3), has an open
flared lip with a knurled band around the pedestal about
5/16" below the base of the bowl, and a knurled decoration in a ring around the base of the pedestal.

The third interesting pewter salt has a hammered finish with 3 legs with lion faces on
each leg and paw feet, a small beaded edge, and looks like H&J #4416. If this salt is
the same as the H&J reference, then it is as a Sheffield salt made around 1940.

Pewter....cont’d on pg 16
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Pewter....cont’d from pg 15

The fourth salt, which may or may not be old, has two vine-like handles similar to the
Nekrassof example #14 in Ed Berg's article, with bulging ovals around the sides, a
cobalt liner that doesn't come out and a spoon with a lion standing on a flower ready to
climb a ladder on the handle. This salt is marked on the bottom with JUST under a line,
all in a triangle, the number "627" and Denmark.

A sweet little swan with a white enamel lining on both the top and bottom, a misplaced feather sticking out that is the handle of a spoon, and marked "pewter" is the
last interesting salt in my collection. It could be new, but it's cute.

Seven more salts complete my collection of pewter salts. All are marked "pewter," and I suspect all were made later
than 1900 and likely reproductions.
Thanks to my new miracle cleaner, though, all my pewter salts, old as well as new, now gleam beautifully. Mother
would be proud of me!
References:
Berg, Salty Comments #42; Ed Berg, Newark, DE; Self Published, September, 1993.
American Pewter in the Museum of Fine Arts, Boston; 1974, p. 87.
Kauffman, Henry J., The American Pewterer-His Techniques & His Product, Camden, NJ, by Thomas Nelson,
Inc.; 1970, p. 97.
Montgomery, Charles F., A History of American Pewter; Praeger Publishers, NY, 1974.
Heacock & Johnson, 5000 Open Salts, Richardson Printing Corporation, Marietta, OH, 45750; 1982.
Smith, Individual Open Salts Illustrated, The Annuals, 1976, 1977, 1978; The Country House, Topsham, ME
04086
Kay is a member of several clubs and is a frequent author of articles on the hobby of open salt collecting.

BACK ISSUES FOR SALE
We're pleased to report that we have had reprints made of the earliest issues of the National Newsletter and are now
able to offer them to anyone who wasn't able to enjoy them when they first came out. You can either use the order
form below or send the same information to the noted address; the cost is $5/issue, which includes postage. If you're
a new subscriber, these earlier issues are as packed with articles, information and beautiful photos as are our current
issues.
Issue
#1-Fall, 2001
#2-Spring, 2002
#3-Fall, 2002
#4-Spring, 2003
#5-Fall, 2003
#6-Spring, 2004
#7-Fall, 2004

Content Highlights
Viking Boats; Mossy Comments; View from the Salt Box; Mistaken Identities
Battersea Salts; Mexican Silver Salts; On the Salt Trail; LaPaglia Salts
Spratling Silver Salts; Pairpoint Glass; Bird & Berry Master Salts
Sandwich Museum Boat Salts; American Belleek Salts; Corning Museum
8th National Convention; Crider Art Glass Salts; Mimi Rudnick Award
Salty Observations; Chick Salts; Lusterware Salts; Trip to England
Colored Lacy Salts; American Belleek; Intaglios; Yeoward Crystal

Copies
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________
___________

Name: _________________________________________________
Total Copies:__________
St. Address:
At $5 each = $________ Total
City:_____________________________________State:_____________Zip Code:______________
Please send together with your payment to: Ed Berg, Treasurer OSC, 401 Nottingham Rd., Newark, DE
19711
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STQ UPDATE
By Debi Raitz
While I am disappointed to report that the Salt Trader Quarterly (STQ)
is no more, I'm very pleased to also report that we have found a way to
use technology to keep this beneficial service going. First, for the sad
news: while the past 6 years has been a happy mix of excitement, challenge, frustration and, in the end, much satisfaction, the recent difficulties in soliciting a meaningful number of quality listings has forced me to
discontinue the STQ. The good news, though, is that I have decided to continue to provide this type of service, but in
an improved manner by using our web site, www.opensalts.info.
Here's how it will work. Anyone wishing to sell open salts (or related items like reference materials, spoons, and display stands) can take advantage of this service. And since the salts will be listed on the Worldwide Web, your pool of
potential purchasers has gone from several hundred to several hundred million! Another big difference (and advantage!) is that with this format, you can submit items to me at your convenience. Obviously there will be no set call-in
dates and times. Sellers without computer access can also list their salts on the website, but the buyers will have to
call or write to them instead of just using email.
Regarding the costs, we've tried to keep them at near ridiculous levels-as low as 30¢ each-basically just to compensate me somewhat for my time in creating and maintaining your listing on the website.
Here are the specifics:
General:

Fees:

*Each seller will have their own page with an unlimited number of open salts for sale, their personal
shipping and insurance fees, and any other notes.
*It will be up to sellers whether to keep it only as an email contact from a prospective buyer, or allow
telephone calls by posting their phone number and/or any other personal information.
*Sellers may be registered on PayPal and accept payments that way.
*$.30 per salt = Picture, description and price submitted through email (see details below).
*$.60 per salt = I have to scan the picture from your photo or a reference book, but description info is
emailed. (Send SASE for photo returns or they will be thrown out.)
*$1.00 per salt = No picture supplied and list is mailed so I have to do all the typing.

At the end of each individual listing I will add the date that each ad will expire. This date will be 3 months from the
date it's uploaded to the website. This will help prevent our website from becoming stale. Salt ads can be renewed "as
is" for 25 cents each or with price and/or description changes (emailed) for 30 cents each. As salts sell, I can either
mark your items sold on a weekly basis, or simply delete them (your choice).
By this date, there should be several sellers already online, so you can go to the website and see the format firsthand.
Just go to www.opensalts.info and click on the Buying & Selling link near the bottom.
About Submitting Listings: Before anyone puts a lot of effort into emailing me a list as a WORD document, I'd like
to tell you that in many instances, the pictures inserted into those documents cannot be copied out of them and keep
their integrity. They are very compressed and become quite distorted when copied. The simplest way is to insert your
picture into an email and type the description info directly under it. You can send as many as you want in one email.
Or, type all the descriptions in an email and send the pictures as an attachment. It makes sense to list several at a
time, at your own pace, and get your list built up substantially in a couple months. Then as salts come off the list, others are still pending and more can be added.
Also, as of right now, anyone who has their own website can send me
their link and it will be added at no charge.
So, it's all up to you as to whether or not you want to take advantage of
this new feature on our web site. You can start sending me your listings
today! Just email me at DRaitz@aol.com or call (248) 528-9371 if you
have any questions.
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Lacies....cont’d from pg 1
yellow green with a small red slag inclusion" that sold for nearly $10,000. The point to be made is that there are probably many more patterns, variations and colors of lacy salts around than are listed in the Neal book; and this is the
premise of this article.
This situation, however, is certainly not the result of any lack of commitment or dedication on the part of these two authors. Indeed, the "Acknowledgements" section of
their book lists over 70 individuals, dealers and museums they collaborated with in
researching this subject, including all the leading institutions at the time, such as the
Bennington, Corning and Metropolitan Museums, and the Smithsonian Institution, as
well as other American glass experts such as Lowell Innes; George S. McKearnin;
Unlisted double; probably
French; side and top views

and James H. Rose. Instead we believe there were, and in some instances, still are
several factors involved that make a truly comprehensive listing of all lacy open salts
nearly impossible. For the purposes of this presentation, we have divided these fac-

tors into three broad categories: geographic conditions; raw materials; and manufacturing processes. However, due
to the length of this article, it is necessary to divide it into two parts; the second half will be included in the next issue of
the National Newsletter.
First, for those not familiar with the term "lacy," we'll start with a little history of pressed glass, since all lacy salts were
pressed. Prior to 1800, all glass items were hand produced, piece-by-piece, by "blowing" the glass, whether free form
or with the use of a mold. This obviously resulted in a relatively expensive product that
was generally not within the economic means of the average household. During the first
few decades of the 1800's, however, experiments were conducted in an effort to mechanically "press" a blob of molten glass into a mold to produce a finished item. Who exactly
was the first to successfully accomplish this will likely never be known, but evidence indicates that such work was likely going on in England, Holland, the United States and perhaps France at about the same time. (1, 2) We do know that by the mid to late1820's patents were being issued in the United States for "pressed" glass items.

Strawberry Diamond pattern with
base variation

Interestingly, many of the earliest known patents were for drawer pulls and doorknobs. Pressing brought down the cost of the glass significantly as it no longer took a highly trained artisan to make
many of the more utilitarian items.
Now, let's discuss the term "lacy" itself, which basically refers to the lace-like stippling
(per the dictionary, "fine dots") that started to be included in the design on many of the
glass items produced during this early period of pressing. Exactly why this stippling
was initially added is again not known. It may have been an effort to imitate the brilSC8; French; not listed in
clear

liance of cut glass. It also, however, served, as Innes notes in his book "Pittsburgh
Glass 1797-1891", "as a decoy to divert the eye from the grayness of early glass and to
cover the wrinkles caused by uneven cooling, by imperfections in the process of press-

ing and by the mold itself." (3) Innes further notes that "since the 'all-over design' had the
appearance of crocheting and the joining of medallions in old lace, the name developed
naturally." (4)
In their book, however, the Neal's weren't overly pedantic about the presence of stippling
when defining whether or not a salt was, at least for their purposes, "lacy." They decided
to include, for all the right reasons, other salts from the period that were made using similar molds (such as salts marked on their base "N.E. Glass Company Boston" and "Jersey
Glass Co NY. N. York") even if the pattern did not include any stippling.

Unlisted; probably French

Lacies....cont’d on pg 19
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Lacies....cont’d from pg 18
Lacy glass was mass-produced during the 1830-40's, something made possible by the innovations surrounding the
pressing process. These innovations will be further discussed later in this article. However, as with any novelty, fad,
or fashion, lacy glass gradually decreased in popularity and by the early 1850's, stippling was no longer being used. In
its place, came "pattern glass" which was to dominate
the market for much of the balance of the century.
Geography:
With that background in place, we can now begin with
the first of the previously mentioned "factors"-geography-that might help explain the absence of many lacy

Unlisted; probably French - side and top views

salts from the Neal book. Lacy salts were produced by
a number of different companies, despite the fact that there is still a tendency to lump them all together as "Sandwich
glass." The documented companies where lacy salts were produced are:
United States: Boston and Sandwich Glass Co., Sandwich, MA; Jersey Glass Co., NY, NY; New England Glass
Co., Boston, MA; Providence Flint Glass Co., Providence, RI; and Stourbridge Flint
Glass Works, Pittsburgh, PA
France: Baccarat; Bercy; Choisy le Roi; and St. Louis. All were distributed
through the same agent, Launay, Hautin & Cie. of Paris
Belgium: Val St. Lambert
Neal OP16; Origin unknown;
not listed in amethyst

Denmark: Kalstup; Holmegaard
Additionally, other early U. S. glass companies produced lacy tableware items as

well. Although no documented proof exists, they may also have produced salts. These companies include:
Bakewell, Page and Bakewells (formerly Pittsburgh Flint Glass Manufactory and Bakewell & Co.; and later became
Bakewells and Anderson; Bakewells & Co.; and finally Bakewell & Pears); Pittsburgh, PA (5)
Fort Pitt Glass Works, (Curling, Robertson & Co.); Pittsburgh, PA
Wheeling Flint Glass Works (became J. & C. Ritchie and then Ritchie & Wilson); Wheeling, WV (6)
Union Glass Works (also known as Hay & Campbell), Etna (near Pittsburgh), PA (7)
Union Glass Company (also known as Union Glass Works, but not to be confused with the above); Philadelphia,
PA
Lastly, there were numerous other glass companies that were
in operation in New England, the Mid-Atlantic and the
"Midwestern areas" (which at this time in history, was limited to
Western Pennsylvania, Ohio and West Virginia). Most of these
companies produced window glass, bottles and flasks, but at
some point they might have also produced limited quantities of lacy glass, including salts. However, the dearth of

DI-12; green; unlisted base variation; side and bottom view

catalogs, brochures or other sales or production records
from most of these companies results in a large knowledge gap. Even the Neals, when unsure about the specific origin of a salt shown in their book resorted to a generic identification like "New England area," "Philadelphia area" and
"Pittsburgh area."
However, the point is that there are quite possibly more companies that manufactured lacy salts than have been
specifically identified, and secondly, and perhaps even more importantly, that the companies that did or could possibly

Lacies....cont’d on pg 20
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Lacies....cont’d from pg 19
have manufactured lacy salts covered a large geographic area-especially when the
state of transportation in the early 1800's is considered. Additionally, some of the
companies were in business only a few years, and production quantities would also
have been limited, especially in their earlier years. As such, items made in relatively
small quantities might not have traveled very far geographically, making their ultimate
"discovery" a century and a half later all the more difficult and uncertain. Furthermore,
Unlisted French lacy; shown in salt dishes were by their very nature utilitarian items, subject to all the perils of daily
H&J p. 286; Reprint LL
life in post-colonial America. Given that 210 of the salts listed in the Neal book are

classified by them as "Unique" or "Extremely Rare," it
is highly likely that only one or two of many other lacy salts exist that have yet to be
fully identified.
As noted previously, lacy salts were also definitely made in
at least France, Belgium and Denmark-the Neal book lists 53
French lacy varieties and 7 from Belgium, while the Denmark
connection comes from Ed Berg's Salty Comments No. 69.
Certainly the possibility, if not probability, exists that other

BS-2 with base variation; also
unlisted in light opalescent

European countries produced lacy salts as well. And while there definitely was trade
Unlisted octagonal
footed lacy

between the United States and these European countries in the pre-Civil War period, it was
certainly limited compared to our primary trading partner England. It is likely that many of the

lacy patterns produced in France, Belgium, Denmark or any other part of the Continent
never made it to our shores and were, therefore, simply not around to be included in the
Neal's book. An indication of this can also be seen by comparing the lacy salts shown in
the catalog pages of the French glass agent Launay, Hautin and Co. of Paris, as reprinted
on pages 286-287 of the Heacock & Johnson book with Neal's lacy salts. A total of 47
lacy salts are shown there, but only 5 or 6 of them are also shown in the Neal book.
As such, from the perspective of geographic factors

DI-6; not listed in dark amber

alone, it is amazing that the Neals and their fellow collectors were able to identify as
many lacy salts as they did.

As previously noted, Part 2 will be included in the Fall 2005 issue of this
newsletter.
OG-17; unlisted in clear
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Unlisted lacy-like salt; sides with two
fish (cod fish?) with tails forming
handles at each end

Salts pictured are from the collections of Mike and Larae Cottrell, Joe and Peg Gabrielline, Ed and Kay Berg and the
authors.
This article was developed from a presentation Rod, Mike and Mike originally did at the combined meeting
of OSCAR and NESOSC in November 2004.
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